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t’s never too early to start planning a party, be it a
neighborhood get-together or a Thanksgiving meal.
And with the holidays right around the corner, there
will be plenty of excuses to entertain. But between
decorating, cooking and arranging flowers, hosting
even an intimate gathering can be exceptionally
stressful. We asked some of our favorite local experts
for their advice on executing a seasonal, stylish
and—best of all—stress-free soirée.
IMAGES BY AGNES LOPEZ
PROPS & STYLING BY NESTING PLACE INTERIORS
FLORALS BY ST. JOHNS FLOWER MARKET
FOOD BY BLACK SHEEP RESTAURANT GROUP
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Tablescape Tips
Coleen Norris, owner of Nesting Place Interiors, designed the
tablescape pictured here for Jacksonville Magazine and offers
her tips on dressing up the table when guests arrive.

Pick a theme
“The biggest mistake people make is buying
decorative holiday items without having a
consistent theme in mind,” says Norris. “By
sticking with one design theme, your table
will look and feel welcoming and inviting.”

Limit your color palette
“Minimizing your color palette allows the
design elements to really shine. Stick to
three tones, one of which should be a
shade of white.”

Artificial eucalyptus
sprig, $44, Audenza
Wooden
cheeseboard,
$32, Historic Royal

Consistency is key
Ensure all the accessories complement one
another, even if they aren’t necessarily matching. “If you have wooden candle holders then
continue the wood element into your place
settings, possibly with a napkin ring or charger.”

Silverware set,
$70, Riflessi

Personalize the menus
When creating menus for each place setting,
be sure to incorporate elements of the theme.
“Using texture, color and a special font makes
your menu part of the overall design.”
Brown parcel tags
with string,
$3, Ginger Ray

Layer your elements
Create depth and interest on your table by
adding multiple layers. “Use chargers, runners,
placemats, and table linens to help set the
stage,” she says. "Vary the height of floral
placements, candles and decorative items.”

Green glass vase,
$22, Mink Interiors

Ceramic platter,
$18, The Design Hunter
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Flower Power
Consider your container.

“If you have a treasured vase or bowl you’ve been
dying to show off, a holiday dinner party is the perfect time to use it,” says Emily Gilmore, of St. Johns
Flower Market. “Take the container with you when
you pick out flowers so you can easily compare
proportions and colors.“

Be bold.
Adding peach or burgundy flowers to a fall
arrangement can give it a contemporary feeling,
says Gilmore.

Add texture.
“Berries, branches, grasses, and other textures are in
abundance during this season so take advantage of
the interest they add to arrangements. Our favorites
are curly willow, bunny tails, and lotus pods.”

One for all

Eating boiled peanuts is a group activity, and
while the dish is typically enjoyed in a lawn
chair there’s nothing wrong with refining this
Southern classic to fit a dinner party. Take
Bellwether’s version, for example, which is
dressed in a medley of spices and topped
with cilantro and scallions.
“Many people have memories associated
with eating boiled peanuts and including a
family favorite dish can create a conversation
piece by bringing up these memories,” says
Black Sheep Restaurant Group’s Rebecca
Reed. “Don't forget to set out an additional
bowl for guests to discard peanut shells,
and while you’re at it, some extra napkins
for dirty fingers!”

Egg-cellent
“Small one- to two-bite items are easy to enjoy
while mingling around the tablescape,” says
Reed. “Jazzed up deviled eggs are great for
holiday entertaining because you can make
them in advance, they're easy to prepare, and
you can add a unique or Southern flair like
adding pimento cheese. Garnish with freshly
cut chives to make it pop.”
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While wine is a go-to option for
dinner parties, consider adding
drinks such as sparkling water with
fresh fruit to the menu for guests
who don’t indulge in alcohol, but
still want something fun.

“CHEESE PLATES ARE A GREAT
addition to holiday tablescapes
because cheeses are best served
at room temperature, so you won’t
have to worry about keeping the
food hot or cold. Plus, you can
easily pick up all the components
for a cheese plate from your favorite
local purveyors without having to
cook anything. Only assembly is
required!” says Reed. “Wood boards
provide contrast to white dishes
and a stunning presentation. They
make great hostess gifts, too.” u

Add a holiday touch by including
seasonal favorites such as apple
butter and adding warm spices like
cinnamon to the candied nuts.
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